Every student will leave with the qualifications and employability skills they need for life beyond The Hastings Academy

Contributions to
discussion

Presentation
Skills

Take an interest
in topics and
express your
ideas and
opinions with
confidence

Build your public
speaking skills
to be able to
explain your
ideas and
persuade others
to follow your
leadership

Independent
Study

Problem
Solving

Resilience

Teamwork

Leadership

SelfPresentation

Citizenship

Active
Participation

Cultural
Experiences

Take
responsibility for
your own
learning by
studying outside
the classroom

Find solutions to
problems set in
lessons or
problems that
prevent you
from being the
best you can be

Don’t give up
when things
become difficult
or when
obstacles get in
the way; find a
way to finish
what you start

Put effort into
working with
others to get a
good outcome;
be aware of the
motives and
feelings of
others

Take
responsibility for
a group, event
or project to
achieve a
successful
outcome

Show pride in
yourself and
your school by
wearing your
uniform
correctly; speak
to others with
respect

Be aware of the
needs of others
and give up
your time to
help; support
your school by
giving time to
support events

Get involved in
groups either in
or out of school;
participate fully
in your learning
in lessons;
produce
excellent work

Learn more
about your own
and other
cultures through
new experiences

Regularly
participates in
sporting events

Is eager to
explore new
things

Is part of a club
outside or inside
school

Takes part in
school visits to
places of
interest

A Hastings Academy student…

Listens carefully
to the opinions
of others
Contributes to
discussions,
even when it’s
difficult to do so
Becomes more
confident in
discussing
topics because
they have
practised

Prepares for
presentations
Considers the
purpose and the
audience when
planning
Puts effort into
the delivery of
their
presentations to
develop their
skills

Understands
that learning
needs to
continue outside
the classroom
Comes to
lessons
prepared
Completes
independent
study tasks and
homework by
the deadline

Approaches
problems with
enthusiasm
Is able to find
solutions
through effort
and
determination
Works
independently
with focus

Finishes
whatever they
start
Keeps trying
even when they
experience
failure
Works their way
through or
around
obstacles that
get in their way

Actively
participates in
group tasks
Energise others
with their
enthusiasm and
encouragement
Demonstrates
respect for the
feelings of
others

Role models a
good work ethic
for peers
Takes
responsibility for
a group of
people and
encourages
participation
Knows how and
when to include
others

Always comes
to school
wearing their
uniform
correctly
Is polite to all
adults and
peers
Is a role model
for other
students

Is involved in
the school
community to
support projects
or events
Gives up their
time to help
others in need

Consistently
shows
enthusiasm in
lessons and
produces
excellent work

Passport to Success
at The Hastings Academy

Visits museums,
galleries or the
theatre on their
own or with
family

